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About This Content

Ever wanted to use a huge sledgehammer to destroy your foes while having a maniac murderer mask on your face? Well now its
possible!

This DLC unlocks you the Maniac Viking -skin + the Maniac mask for any class in game.
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The Ost is pretty good, I could get addicted listening to it all day.

Also contains some soundtracks which aren't in the game yet.
^ (This one line will get outdated)

Worth to buy. Especially when you wan't to help the devs.

Edit: Oh before I forget, there is an folder with wallpapers from the artist "Akuma Kira" (One of the devs).
These are also pretty awesome.. I feel like the devs need to introduce some counterplay options.
3 hit life bar
Be able to instantly detonate the bombs.
Introduce better explosives.
Introduce health packs that would restore one bar.
Make the maps larger.
Put explosive barrels on the map.. quot;Sniper Elite 10 - Gold Edition". 34시간씩이나 했지만... 퍼즐 퀘스트 류가 되고 싶던, 하지만 되지는 못한
게임이다.. Don't be confused if someone compares this to The Room. Riddlord is Hard. Granted, some of the puzzles are just fine
but some are mind altering confusions.
To give you an idea, I had to look at a walk-through for one of the puzzles and it was so....um....'much', I just uninstalled the
game without finishing because it was just becoming a miserable chore rather than enjoyable.
But, for 5 bucks, give it a try if you enjoy really hard puzzles.
. Altitude is a neat game I found out went free recently. its a 2D arcade shooter, where you pilot your choice of plane in a
variety of game modes. There are death match and team death match game modes like you would expect from a shooter, but
you also get "ball" modes that involve getting the ball through the goal, and bomb the base game modes.

Altitude comes with a map editor that you can use, and the game can be played single player or multiplayer. I have noticed that
it seems to have a decent amount of players most of the day as of me writing this review. So you should not have much trouble
trying to find a game for a while (as of 9/13/14). I would recommend this game to any of my friends looking for a free to play
multiplayer game, its pretty neat but you will probably like it more if you are a fan of indie games or pilot games. Altitude is
free now on Steam, so you should try it if you think it may interest you.
. I'll try to keep this short and on point.

If you enjoy games like this and the "Emergency"-series, you will probably like this game as well. The story is far from brilliant
and it is also fairly short. The missions have a decent variety, but after a while you have played through all of them a few times,
and it starts to feel like grinding. Good instructions through the tutorials, and the game makes new emergency vehicles available
at a steady pace.

Did not encounter many bugs, but the emergency vehicles some times struggled to find a free path on the mission site (usually
they blocked the road for each other, and other times the ambulance "collided" with cars when it was trying to leave the mission
area).

Overall, I can say that I have enjoyed the game and I would give it a score of  65/100 . There is so much more they can do with
the game, but for $20 I think it is an okay purchase. So if you are a fan of this type of games, consider buying it and also help
support further development of the genre.
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I wish more people knew about this game series.
Probably the best shooter to date, only rivalled by DOOM.. Please give me my money back it got ride of all my progress for
some dumb reason this game cant keep a file for 1 week :(
please!!!. A banal game with a banal story. But the graphics are beautiful, it's really nice.. I tried to do a simple black text on
white background, but it takes 40 minutes and 56 colors to make an unreadable sign.. This is most definitely one of the best VR
games out there right now.

Pros:
- Awesome co-op experience
- Runs great, looks great

Cons:
- I found it difficult to properly aim with grenades. A good dlc but i like the swimsuit dlc in storm 3 full burst. Generally sub-
par HO adventure game.. I found the story and setting dull & cheesy. Some nice 2D art (as usual), though not a lot going on in
terms of animation and the custscenes are uninspiring. The cursor here has a tendency to be inaccurate. Still.. it's worth a look as
the puzzles are fun (albeit very easy). It's also very short.. lots of easy achievements and trading cards await ;). Braveland is fun.
It's also quite short. While there are some reasons to replay it, namely achievements (if you are into that sort of thing) you may
have missed, you can pretty do everything in around 3 hours, or less if you rushed it. It's a fairly simple strategy game. What it
lacks in complexity it make up for in fun. That's twice I mentioned fun in quite short succession. On that note I will keep this
review short. If a casual turn based strategy game interests you then this is worth picking up. Its fun, and I recommend it.
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